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Disability Advocacy Service Inc.
Our History
The Disability Advocacy Service was initially established by and for a group of Alice
Springs residences who had various disabilities and felt unable to effectively
communicate to have input into community development, activities and issues that
affected their quality of life. It was their perception that their legitimate concerns
about issues of rights and access were not considered by community and
governments. They needed a voice that could speak up, lobby the various levels of
government and be considered equally ensuring their basic human rights were
supported.
Through the Disability Information Group (DIGAS), representations were made to
Federal and Territory Governments at the time for funding to establish an Advocacy
Service to meet the needs of people with a disability.
Initial grants were received from both governments, and in 1992 the Disability
Advocacy Service (DAS) commenced operations with an interim management
committee, a full-time advocate and a part-time administration assistant.

This funding was provided to enable the service to deliver advocacy and related
services in line with the Disability Service Standards of February 1999 to people with
disabilities in Alice Springs. Their commitment as an organisation was to ensure that
all resources were used to accomplish the goals and aspirations of the organisation.
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DAS Today
Disability Advocacy Service Inc. remains a key provider of community based,
individual and systemic advocacy services within the municipalities of Alice Springs,
Amoonguna and Tennant Creek.
DAS offers a free, confidential advocacy service to persons with disability, their
families and carers defending the rights of all to ensure equal treatment in the
community. Individuals are supported and empowered to exercise their own rights in
accordance with the NT Disability Advocacy Standards inclusive of the Disability
Service Act and Standards.
Membership of DAS is open to people with a disability, family, carers and community
members who agree with the vision and mission statements of the organisation,
recognise, respect and support the provision of access for persons with disabilities
for an inclusive community.

Where to Find Us
Office Location - Alice Springs
4 / 54 Reg Harris Lane Alice Springs
PO Box 8267 Alice Springs NT 0870
Phone: (08) 8953 1422
Email: ceo@das.org.au

Office Location - Tennant Creek
Andrews Estate Agents Building
1 / 29 Paterson St. Tennant Creek 0860
Phone: (08) 8962 1412
Email: advocatetc@das.org.au
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DAS Organisational Chart
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Board and Governance
Our Board of Directors consists of:
Chairperson & Nominated Public Officer: Heather
Jensen
Heather is an Occupational Therapist with extensive
experience in Central Australia; currently working part-time in
Centre for Remote Health and private practice.

Vice Chairperson: Dr John Gilroy, Ba: Hons PhD Adjunct, Flinders’ University
Dr Gilroy is a Koori man from the Yuin nation and an
indigenous heath sociologist specialising in disability and
community care research.

Treasurer: Janet Wright / Merrilee Cox
Janet was the CEO of Alice Springs Youth Accommodation
Support Service (ASYASS) until she became CEO of DAS
Merrilee is the CEO of Mental Health Association of Central
Australia (MHACA)

Secretary: Susan Burns
Susan currently works for NDS (National Disability Services) in
Industry Development.
The Board meet at least 6 times within the 12 months to discuss the activities of
DAS. Meetings are conducted at the DAS Office, by teleconference facilities and
Zoom
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Chairperson Report 2018 - 2019
By Heather Jensen
This has been a busy year for DAS. I took 4 months leave from December 2018 and John Gilroy acted
as chairperson in my absence. During this time our CEO, Val Dearman resigned due to poor health
and John and Susan Burns took on the recruitment of a new CEO. Terry Thommeny was appointed
as the new CEO in March. Unfortunately, he proved to be unsuitable in the position and his
employment was terminated during his probation period. Thanks to Chenoa Ellison from the
Chamber of Commerce for help during this difficult time. Val Dearman agreed to return to DAS and
managed the service until we could recruit a new CEO. In June we were able to recruit our former
treasurer Janet Wright and we look forward to her leading the organisation.
During the year we had our audit to meet the disability services requirements which we passed,
although since this was at the end of the Terry’s time there were some difficulties in accessing all the
information required. One of the outcomes from the audit was that we needed to have confidential
space to interview clients. We were able to lease a space above the current DAS office which is
accessible for people with disabilities and includes a meeting room. We have also upgraded our IT
facilities, which has included the ability to use video linking for meetings.
We lost two of our advocates this year with Annie Ernst leaving her position at DAS to move to
Victoria. Sheana Ham has now established herself as a private provider in Alice Springs. We have
been fortunate to recruit two very capable staff members Vanessa Sullivan and Corrie Flattum.
There has also been a change of office manager with long term staff member Leah Schultz leaving
and being replaced by Kathryn Boynton. We wish those staff members who have left all the best
and are sure that they will continue to advocate for people with disabilities wherever they are
working.
Our client numbers have increased over the last year, and we have also developed more effective
reporting so that we are now accurately reflecting our client numbers. We continue to offer our
service to people in Tennant Creek, through the part time employment of Coral Franklin.
We have had our funding renewed by the NT Government for a 5 year period, and our funding to
support people who wish to appeal through the NDIS continues. We have recently received some
funding for peer support through NDS and two positions will shortly be filled to accommodate this.
We are also set to receive some funding to support people who would like to make a submission to
the Royal Commission Into Violence, Abuse, Neglect And Exploitation Of People With Disability. It is
pleasing to see that we are recognised as the go-to organisation in Alice Springs.
The DAS board has recently completed its strategic planning, developing a new plan for the next
three years. We receive limited funding for systemic advocacy and this is seen as a great need by
the Board, staff and people with disability. We will continue to provide as much support for this as is
possible, while continuing to provide high quality services to our individual clients.
It has been a great pleasure to chair the Board of Disability Advocacy. I would like to thank other
Board members for the support over the last year, and of course, acknowledge the great work of all
our staff.
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CEO Report 2018 - 2019
By Janet Wright

For 27 years, Disability Advocacy Service has supported, and been supported by, our local
communities. From our roots as a small but determined group of carers and people with disabilities
in Alice Springs, we have expanded our team from 1.5 staff to 6 dedicated staff in Amoonguna, Alice
Springs and Tennant Creek focusing on empowering and assisting people with self-advocacy, PEER
Support Programs, NDIS Pre-Planning and NDIS Appeals, and Education and Community Awareness.
Our organisation has grown and strengthened consistently throughout the years and with our
revenue increasing by 11.8%, the past 12 months have been no exception. In this time, we have also:
• Expanded our Pre-Planning assistance
• Increased our Systemic Advocacy
• Participated in several PEER programs and Community Outreach Activities dramatically
increasing the public profile of DAS.
• Facilitated over 27 NDIS Appeals.
• Provided 15 community education events.
Significantly, our client advocacy numbers have tripled from the previous financial year from 53 in
2018 to 155 in 2019. This is entirely due to the dedication and commitment of the Advocates and
the Management of the CEO Valerie Dearman, who unfortunately retired due to ill health. I would
like to thank Val for her work and commitment to DAS. I feel that everyone benefits and is
strengthened by the inclusion of people living with a disability. I believe in a community where
everyone belongs and has the opportunity to grow and contribute. DAS exists today because of the
hard work of those first participants who wanted to create a better future for themselves and their
children. We continue that tradition through the dedication of DAS’s staff, our carers, the Board of
Management and the families who share the same vision. We as an organisation have grown
substantially and we look forward to a future of inclusion, respect and equity for people with
disability.
Thank you,
Janet Wright
CEO
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Advocate Report 2018 - 2019
Vanessa Sullivan, Corrie Flattum and Coral Franklin
It was a busy year of providing advocacy to new and existing clients. In addition, the advocates have
attended several training sessions and community events.
In March, Advocate Annie Ernst said goodbye to DAS and moved to Shepperton in Victoria. Annie
has taken up an Advocate’s position at Rights Information & Advocacy Centre Inc and we are pleased
to hear that she is thoroughly enjoying her new role. Annie is sorely missed by DAS staff and clients.
In July, DAS welcomed Corrie Flattum, as the NDIS Appeals Advocate. Corrie has extensive
experience in the NDIS and community services area and has brought invaluable knowledge and
skills around this to DAS. Corrie has quickly established key relationships with other community
service organisations and built an excellent rapport with DAS clients
DAS has continued to provide advocacy to people lodging NDIS Access Requests. This has included
assisting clients to work with their clinicians and therapists to obtain relevant information to support
their application. DAS has also provided advocacy around pre-planning for the initial NDIS planning
meeting and subsequent reviews. We are working with clients and their family and friends to
complete pre-planning workbooks which cover areas such as short, medium and long-term goals,
identifying, strengths, interests, challenges in daily activities and carers statements. Similarly
preparation for an NDIS review involves looking at what has worked well with the previous plan and
what has not worked as well, ensuring that there are therapist/clinician reports with
recommendations to support any requests for an increase in supports. Common issues seen with
plans are inadequate therapy and transport hours.
On July 1, 2019, the NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission commences its role to improve the
quality and safety of NDIS supports and services in the Northern Territory. DAS has supported both
clients and others to raise their concerns with the Commission. We expect that DAS support around
lodging complaints and during the complaint process will continue to rise as participants, families
and others become more familiar with the Commission and their role.
Accommodation has remained a critical issue for many people with disability in Alice Springs. DAS
are very pleased that several public housing new builds are occurring around town and they are all
disability accessible. We have supported clients to complete priority housing applications, obtaining
supporting documentation for priority applications as well as raising any issues through the Public
Housing complaints process. DAS has also been involved in the several case conferences with the
local Housing Office to support clients to resolve their housing issues.
Advocacy provided around other issues has included; lodging of complaints with the AntiDiscrimination Commission, assisting several clients in the criminal justice system around NDIS and
post release supports and issues with Centrelink payments including the Disability Support Pension.
In summary, we have had a very busy and productive year. We would like to thank DAS clients, the
DAS board, our CEO, Janet and our Office Manager, Kathryn as without all of your continued support
our work would not have been possible.

Vanessa Sullivan – Disability Advocate
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Being an Advocate for people with a disability in Tennant Creek can be both rewarding and
challenging. The week is filled with a mixture of pleasurable meetings with our participants spent in
discussion regarding their issues or just plain gossip and funny stories.
The enjoyable challenge comes about because of the nature of the majority of our participants, that
being the difference in the way different cultures communicate which sometimes leaves you
wondering if you have understood correctly. This can sometimes end up in a session of raucus
laughter when the misunderstanding is realized.
The frustrating challenge is trying to access services in Tennant Creek that our participants would
benefit from that either don’t exist or are not here often. Also Service providers can be quite a
challenge.
I enjoy every minute

Coral Franklin – DAS Advocate Tennant Creek
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Treasurer Report 2018 - 2019
By Janet Wright and Merrilee Cox
In the opinion of the Board, and as set out in the audited financial statements; the accounts of the
Association have been properly prepared and demonstrate that there are reasonable grounds to
believe that the Association will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

The net surplus for the financial year was $21,413.77, a significant improvement compared to last
year’s surplus of $1,811.37.

Total assets of DAS were $303,065.00 which is a decrease from 2018 of $98,232.00.
Total liabilities of DAS were $144,073, compared to last year which was $263,719 which includes a
Grants we received in May 2019, and is carried forward.

Property, Plant and Equipment including improvements to buildings and Capital Purchases were
$47,266 compared to $28,746. This was purchases of plant and equipment for the PEER support
officers and an additional vehicle.

As DAS Treasurer for the above financial year, I certify these balances are an accurate account of the
DAS annual audited financial statements.
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Disability Advocacy
Service Inc.

Financials
Nicole Reedman
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A full copy of the General Purpose Financial Report for the year ending
30 June 2018 can be obtained from the Disability Advocacy Service
office - please ring the CEO on (08) 8953 1422.
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Contributions and Thanks from DAS
A2Z Services
Alice Springs Town Council
Alice Springs Youth Accommodation & Support Services
Anglicare NT
Alice Springs Hospital
ASHS - Prosthetics Dept- Andrew Jolley
BINDI
BUSHMOB
Catholicare-Alice Springs and Tennant Creek
Capable Accounting- Nicole Reedman and Tania Truong
CarersNT
CASA
Central Australia Affordable Housing
Central Australia Aboriginal Congress
DASA
Disability Advocacy Network Association - DANA
Framptons Alice Springs
Grainger’s Glass
Kim’s Handyman Services
NT Legal Aide - NTLAC
Lifestyle Solutions
Life Without Barriers
Macleod Corporation- Paul Gilbert
Matrix On Board
Mental Health Association of Central Australia (MHACA)
NAAJA
NDS
NDIS
NTCOSS
NT Government:
Department of Health
Department of Social Services
Department of Infrastructure and Planning
Department of Housing
NT Shelter
Office of the Public Guardian
Red Centre Technology Partners
Red Cross
Relationships Australia
TCASS
Tangentyere Council
Salvation Army
VALID
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